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What Does Google Trends Do?

´Is not just another keyword 
research tool

´Compares the number of 
worldwide Google searches on 
chosen topics over time 

´Provides data on up to five 
topics 

´Shows in which geographic 
regions people have searched



What Does Google Trends Do?
´Generates visual, dynamic insights 

that paint a portrait of the life of a 
keyword phrase – past, present, 
and potentially future.

´Shows a multidimensional view of 
queries and how they have 
evolved as a result of:
´seasonality
´geographic location
´media coverage



Ways Google Trends Help 
Digital-Age Students

´Compare keywords
´Compare keyword traffic results by 

region 
´Compare and view popularity of 

search terms
´Compare search terms over time
´Check and evaluate what terms 

are being used in Google searches



Ways Google Trends Help 
Digital-Age Students

´ Check and evaluate search query 
volume on Google by period and 
geography

´ Evaluate the popularity of search terms 
on Google

´ View and ask probing questions about 
graphs representing searches of up to 
five related issues

´ Gain a more global perspective of the 
world by studying the maps that 
accompany search results



What is Visualization?

´ Wikipedia: any technique for creating 
images, diagrams, or animations to 
communicate a message

´ Lengler and Eppler: a systematic,
rule-based, external, permanent, and 
graphic representation that depicts 
information in a way that helps learners:
´acquire insights
´develop an elaborate understanding
´communicate experiences



Visual Literacy

´ Visualization can enhance 
understanding

´ Different visualization methods are 
appropriate to different types of data

´ Visualization can help us make sense of 
this flood of data



The Importance of
Visual Literacy

´ Our culture is becoming increasingly 
visual

´ Digital-age students need to interpret 
visual data accurately

´ Ben Shneiderman, New York Times: 
The great fun of information visualization 
is that it gives you answers to questions 
you didn’t know you had.

´ kdnfd

http://www.visual-literacy.org/



Why Use Google Trends in
K-12 Classrooms?

´Provides up-to-date, real data 
´Engages digital-age learners in ways that 

textbooks cannot
´Helps students:

´predict
´interpret data and graphs
´think critically about the world around them
´understand how our own patterns of behavior 

and interests can be mapped in 2-D



Visualize Data vs. Read Data



Examples



http://www.google.com/trends/



http://www.google.com/trends/



























Google Trends Datastore

´ Pre-Super Tuesday
´ Search interest by state, Democratic
´ US Search Interest since February 24, 2016 in each 

state
´ State,Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders 
´ Alabama ,54.67%,45.33% 
´ Alaska ,43.70%,56.30% 
´ Arizona ,47.57%,52.43% 
´ Arkansas ,51.05%,48.95% 
´ California ,49.01%,50.99%





Resources

´ Bruce Clay: 10 Reasons You Should Use Google Trends 
for More Than Just Keyword Rese

´ Google Trends: What it is and how to use it

´ Google Trends Help Center

´ The Google Trends Data Goldmine

´ How to Use Google Trends for Local Keyword 
Research

´ @GoogleTrends (Twitter)

´ Google Trends Now Shows the Web’s Obsessions in 
Real Time

´ Google Trends Datastore
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